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Recovery operation at Margaret Bridge (21)
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The bridge of the sunk shipwreck surfaces during the recovery operation Tuesday, June 11, 2019 at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary.  (Balazs Mohai/MTI via AP)
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The bridge of the sunk shipwreck surfaces during the recovery operation Tuesday, June 11, 2019 at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary.  (Balazs Mohai/MTI via AP)
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The sunk shipwreck surfaces during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. (Marton Monus/MTI via AP)
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A body found in the sunk shipwreck of the Hableany is transported to land Tuesday, June 11, 2019 during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary.  (Zoltan Mathe/MTI via AP)
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A body is carried away during the recovery operation , Tuesday, June 11, 2019 at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary.  (Balazs Mohai/MTI via AP)
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A body is carried away during the recovery operation , Tuesday, June 11, 2019 at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. (Peter Lakatos/MTI via AP)
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A body is carried away during the recovery operation , Tuesday, June 11, 2019 at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary. (Balazs Mohai/MTI via AP)
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A diver searches for bodies during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Marton Monus/MTI via AP)
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Divers prepare to carry away a body during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Marton Monus/MTI via AP)
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Divers prepare to carry away a body during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Marton Monus/MTI via AP)
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A body is carried away during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Marton Monus/MTI via AP)
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Rescue team members salute next to a recently found victim during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Balazs Mohai/MTI via AP)
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Divers search the shipwreck for bodies during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Marton Monus/MTI via AP)
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The shipwreck surfaces during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Zoltan Mathe/MTI via AP)
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Rescue staff take a break during the recovery operation of the sunk shipwreck at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. Eight people are still missing from the May 29 collision between the Hableany (Mermaid) sightseeing boat and the Viking Sigyn river cruise ship at Budapest's Margit Bridge. (Zoltan Balogh/MTI via AP)
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Divers search the shipwreck for bodies during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. Eight people are still missing from the May 29 collision between the Hableany (Mermaid) sightseeing boat and the Viking Sigyn river cruise ship at Budapest's Margit Bridge. (Balazs Mohai/MTI via AP)
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A body found in the sunk shipwreck is transported to land by the police during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. Eight people are still missing from the May 29 collision between the Hableany (Mermaid) sightseeing boat and the Viking Sigyn river cruise ship at Budapest's Margit Bridge. (Zoltan Balogh/MTI via AP)
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A body found in the shipwreck is transported to land during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. Eight people are still missing from the May 29 collision between the Hableany (Mermaid) sightseeing boat and the Viking Sigyn river cruise ship at Budapest's Margit Bridge. (Zoltan Mathe/MTI via AP)
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Divers take a break during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. Eight people are still missing from the May 29 collision between the Hableany (Mermaid) sightseeing boat and the Viking Sigyn river cruise ship at Budapest's Margit Bridge. (Zoltan Mathe/MTI via AP)
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Officials conduct the recovery operation of the sunk shipwreck at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. The Hableany sightseeing boat carrying 33 South Korean tourists and two Hungarian staff was crashed by a large river cruise ship and sank in the River Danube on May 29. Seven tourists survived, twenty people died, eight persons are still missing. (Zoltan Balogh/MTI via AP)
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Divers take a break during the recovery operation at Margaret Bridge, the scene of the fatal boat accident in Budapest, Hungary, Tuesday, June 11, 2019. Eight people are still missing from the May 29 collision between the Hableany (Mermaid) sightseeing boat and the Viking Sigyn river cruise ship at Budapest's Margit Bridge. (Marton Monus/MTI via AP)
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